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Determination of a System’s Entropy
Using Pyroelectric Sensors
Angel Cuadras, Member, IEEE, and Victoria Julia Ovejas

Abstract— We propose a system for measuring entropy1

variations, �S, in thermal systems using pyroelectric sensors.2

These sensors convert time-dependent temperature variations3

into electrical current. Consequently, heat and temperature4

variations are obtained, and sensor entropy is inferred. Various5

polyvinylidene fluoride and lead zirconate titanate sensors have6

been tested. Two types of measurements are performed. One in7

the volume, to measure entropy variations in a heat source, and8

the other on the surface, to measure entropy flux delivered by the9

heat source. Thermodynamic models and heat transfer dynamic10

simulations agree with the experimental results and relate the11

sensor entropy to the heat source entropy. These results show that12

pyroelectric sensors can enable entropy monitoring of thermal13

processes to improve system performance.14

Index Terms— Entropy, heat, pyroelectric sensor, temperature.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

IN ENERGY generation systems, output energy is the17

target to be maximized, whereas energy efficiency must18

retain the maximum yield. However, losses during energy19

conversion can reach up to 60%, with most of it being20

dissipated as low-grade thermal energy [1]. For instance,21

in electrical energy generation, gas, wind, and water turbine22

efficiencies are as large as 40%, 60%, and 90%, respectively.23

The efficiency is around 30%–60% in electrical motors,24

10%–50% in combustion engines, and 20%–50% in25

refrigerators. Consequently, energy conversion efficiency is a26

critical issue that must be addressed, i.e., the output energy27

for a given input energy should be maximized.28

Energy loss is connected to entropy generation. Entropy29

is a common parameter in chemical reactions and is com-30

monly studied in thermodynamics [2], [3], biology [4], and31

materials science [5]–[7]. From a technical viewpoint, entropy32

is considered in the design of refrigeration and combustion33

engines for thermodynamic efficiency [2], [8] as well as in34

batteries [9], [10]. However, entropy generation in irreversible
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processes is not commonly monitored in real time, although it 36

can be interesting to do so in many fields ranging from thermal 37

energy management to aging systems [2], [11], [12]. In our 38

previous research [13], [14], we found that entropy can be used 39

to estimate the failure and aging of an electrical circuit because 40

it increases monotonously; thus, a threshold for maximum 41

tolerated wear out, either for electrical or mechanical systems, 42

can be defined. 43

Heat and temperature measurements are needed to 44

estimate entropy. Heat is usually measured using calorimeters, 45

which are not practical for in situ measurements. Heat flux 46

sensors based on the Seebeck effect are also being used. 47

With respect to temperature, common sensors are thermistors, 48

thermocouples, RTDs, and pyroelectric sensors. Thermistors 49

and RTDs are semiconductors and conductors, respectively, 50

whose resistances are temperature dependent. Thermocouples 51

are based on the Seebeck effect, and pyroelectric sensors 52

are sensitive to time-dependent temperature fluctuations. Our 53

approach is to relate temperature and heat in the sensor through 54

the thermal capacity, Cp = dQ/dT. Among the possible 55

sensors, pyroelectric sensors are preferred because they are 56

bulk sensors with a well-defined heat capacity and need no 57

external bias. Thermocouples were discarded because they 58

are junctions of two materials, and RTDs and thermistors 59

need to be biased. Pyroelectric sensors convert temperature 60

variations into electrical currents; they have been widely com- 61

mercialized as presence detectors, fire detectors, and infrared 62

detectors [16]–[19]. 63

In this work, we investigate the use of pyroelectric sensors 64

in the monitoring of temperature fluctuations, obtain the heat 65

involved in the process via heat capacity, and estimate the 66

sensor entropy variation. We consider entropy measurements 67

in volumes and entropy flux through surfaces (a preliminary 68

study was presented in [15]). Sensor entropy is finally related 69

to entropy change in the system under study using a convenient 70

model. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 71

a phenomenological model describing the relationship between 72

the basic heat conduction equation, thermodynamics, and 73

pyroelectric current generation is described. In Section III, we 74

describe the materials and methods used to test our hypothesis. 75

In Section IV, we report on the entropy measured using 76

various pyroelectric sensors; finally, we discuss our results and 77

summarize the conclusions. 78

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH 79

The aim of this research is to measure entropy variation 80

in a heat source using pyroelectric sensors. These sensors 81
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Fig. 1. Pyroelectric sensor within a heat source for measuring internal �S.

generate electrical currents proportional to temperature82

fluctuations. Therefore, we investigate how thermal energy83

is transferred from the heat source to the pyroelectric sensor.84

This is evaluated using heat transfer equations.85

A. Entropy and Heat Transfer86

In thermodynamics [2], [3], entropy, S, is a function of state:87

intrinsic and extensive. The change in S is defined as the heat88

exchanged by the material, δQ, at a particular temperature, T.89

d S = δQ

T
. (1)90

To study entropy variations using a pyroelectric sensor, we91

consider both heat exchange and temperature variations. Thus,92

an entropy sensor must monitor both temperature and heat.93

Heat is transferred from the environment into a pyroelectric94

sensor by conduction at a temperature, T , as illustrated95

in Fig. 1. This process is ruled by the general heat conduction96

equation for solids.97

ρCp
∂T

∂ t
= ∇ · (k∇T ) + Q, (2)98

where ρ, CP, and k are the density, heat capacity at constant99

pressure (Cp = cp · m, where m is the mass and cp is100

the specific heat capacity), and thermal conductivity of the101

pyroelectric material, respectively [20]; t is the time, and102

Q represents environmental heat sources. The term on the103

left-hand side of the equation describes time-dependent104

thermal variation, whereas that on the right-hand side is related105

to the thermal spatial gradients. From this definition, we106

can see that pyroelectric sensors can be used to characterize107

heat transfer (this observation will be clarified when studying108

pyroelectric response: see Eq. (3) [2], [21]).109

There are certain considerations regarding the boundary110

conditions of this equation that should be noted:111

i) Heat transfer mechanisms. In solids, heat is transferred by112

conduction. Convection is considered as a boundary condition113

at the interface if the sensor is in contact with fluids. Radiation114

is negligible for solid/liquid interfaces at low temperatures115

(T < 340 K).116

ii) Space vs. time heat transfer. The contributions of both117

terms need to be considered. To discriminate between each118

term’s contribution, simulations are performed.119

iii) Volume vs. surface measurements. The entropy sensor120

can be located either inside a medium for volume entropy121

measurement (as illustrated in Fig. 1) or fixed to a surface122

Fig. 2. Pyroelectric sensor on the surface configuration. Heat flows through
the pyroelectric element along the polar axis.

for entropy flux measurement through the surface (as shown 123

in Fig. 2). In the volume case, heat is transferred to the 124

sensor from every direction, such that it is possible to measure 125

entropy generation in the medium. In the case of surface 126

sensors (to measure entropy flow through a surface), heat is 127

conducted from one electrode plate to the other through a pyro- 128

electric capacitor. In this case, the entropy flow is generated in 129

the medium and transferred to the environment. In both cases, 130

the sensor’s temperature rises with heat absorption. 131

B. Pyroelectric Response and Entropy Determination 132

A pyroelectric material is a dielectric with polar point 133

symmetry, which shows a spontaneous electrical polarization 134

as a function of temperature. For pyroelectric flat-plate 135

capacitors poled along the axis perpendicular to the plates, 136

we assume a homogeneous pyroelectric material whose 137

temperature, T , is uniform at any point in time; therefore, 138

the generated pyroelectric current, I , is given by 139

I = Aλ
dT

dt
, (3) 140

where A is the electrode surface area of the material sample 141

and λ is the pyroelectric coefficient [22]. Integrating over time, 142

the generated charge, �, is 143

� = Aλ(T f − Ti ). (4) 144

Tf − Ti is the sensor temperature difference between the 145

initial, Ti, and final, Tf , temperatures. From these expressions, 146

temperature evolution can be directly inferred as 147

�T = T f − Ti =
∫

I

Aλ
dt = �

Aλ
. (5) 148

In addition, rearranging (3) we can write 149

I = Aλ
dT

dt
= Aλ

Cp

d Q

dt
, (6) 150

where we consider a pure pyroelectric material with heat 151

capacity Cp = dQ/dT . If we assume the hypothesis of 152

local equilibrium, entropy is defined locally and instanta- 153

neously [23]–i.e., if the pyroelectric sensor is at a particular 154

temperature, T, at a particular time, t , then the entropy 155

variation will be due to the heat transferred to the sensor, 156

�Q, as defined by (1). If this process is repeated in time, 157

as illustrated in Fig. 3, then the total entropy variation will 158

consist of the integral of the time intervals’ variations if they 159

are made short enough for quasistatic equilibrium. 160
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Fig. 3. Pyroelectric sensor that evolves from Ti at ti to Tf at tf while
receiving �Q heat over each interval, as inferred from [2].

With this approach, we can write, the entropy rate in the161

pyroelectric sensor for any particular interval at tempera-162

ture T as163

Srate = d S

dt
= Cp

Aλ

I

T
. (7)164

If the generated current is integrated over time, entropy165

variation can be written as166

�S =
∫

Srate dt =
∫

Cp

Aλ

I

T
dt . (8)167

Notice that T is assumed to be constant over the examined168

intervals. While Srate is obtained from direct measurements169

of I and T, �S can be found by numerically integrating Srate.170

If we substitute (3) into (8), we recover the well-known171

thermodynamic expression172

�S =
∫

δQ

T
=

Tf∫

Ti

CpdT

T
= Cp ln

(
Tf

Ti

)
, (9)173

which is used in the discussion once the experimental results174

allow for numerical integration.175

In summary, we have considered entropy and entropy176

rate variations in the pyroelectric sensor as functions of its177

parameters. Thus, both �S and Srate can be inferred with the178

pyroelectric sensor.179

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS180

Pyroelectric cells using two different materials with varying181

geometries are used. The two basic types were the commercial182

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors depicted in Fig.4a183

and fabricated Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) cells. The PVDF184

sensors were provided by Measurement Specialties, Inc. [24].185

They consist of PVDF deposited on a flexible plastic186

substrate. The PZT samples were fabricated using thick film187

technology. These cells consist of a layer of 4 cm × 4 cm188

pyroelectric powder (Piezokeramica 856) sandwiched between189

two PdAg electrodes. Further details can be found190

elsewhere [25]. Cell details are described in Table 1,191

and the characteristics of the investigated materials are192

described in Table 2.193

Pyroelectric sensors are usually modeled as current194

sources [26], such that the output current can be measured195

using a transresistance amplifier. The electrical circuit is196

depicted in Fig.5. The amplifier we use is an op-amp (TL074),197

and the feedback resistance, Rf , is 1 M�. The amplifier198

output voltage is measured using a computer-controlled199

data-acquisition system (either Agilent 34970A or200

Fig. 4. a) Pyroelectric film from Measurement Specialties. The sensor works
as a temperature and heat sensor. b) Sensor inside the glycerine (volume
measurement. c) Sensor on a heating surface (surface measurement).

TABLE I

GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF THE INVESTIGATED PYROELECTRIC

SENSORS. FURTHER DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN [13]

TABLE II

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTIGATED MATERIALS.

THIS DATA IS USED FOR THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Yokogawa DL750). The relation between the input current 201

and the output voltage is given by 202

I = − V0

RF
. (10) 203

To determine the experimental entropy variation, we 204

conduct two different types of experiments: one measuring 205

heat source entropy generation and the other measuring heat 206

flow through the source’s surface. In the first one, a 250-ml 207
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Fig. 5. Equivalent pyroelectric sensor model connected to a transresistance
amplifier. The thermistor is placed so as to settle the initial temperature of
the pyroelectric sensor in the environment while the pyroelectric temperature
monitoring is carried out directly based on its current profile [15].

glycerin thermal bath at 343 K (70 °C) is prepared using a208

heater Ovan - MicroMagmix as the heat source. The samples,209

originally at room temperature, are dipped into the bath.210

Glycerin is used because it is a good electrical insulator and its211

boiling point is 563 K (Fig. 4b). In the second experiment, we212

attach the pyroelectric sensor to a metallic surface that acts as213

a heat source whose temperature is set at 343 K, as illustrated214

by the surface heater in Fig. 4c.215

The physical structures of the pyroelectric film (see Fig. 4,216

schematically illustrated in Figs 1–2) with the data described217

in Table 1 are modeled using finite-element software (Comsol218

Multiphysics). One-dimensional (1D) thermal simulations219

are performed using the data in Table 1, and, taking220

advantage of sample symmetries along the z-axis, they can221

be extrapolated to 3D. Border effects are neglected, which222

is a common approximation for planar capacitors. Moreover,223

metal electrodes are better thermal conductors than dielectric224

materials; therefore, they do not limit heat transfer from the225

heat source to the pyroelectric material. Thermal simulations226

consider a heat source at constant temperature (a glycerin227

bath at the experimental temperature), with the pyroelectric228

sensor being dipped at an initial temperature equal to229

the ambient temperature. Thus, temperature, enthalpy, and230

entropy evolutions are monitored in the capacitor structure231

with consideration of the metallic electrodes. The electrical232

response of the pyroelectric sensor is not simulated. Similarly,233

the experimental setup for the surface measurement illustrated234

in Fig. 4c is modeled considering a surface temperature source235

and air as the environment. Convection is not considered.236

IV. RESULTS237

In this section, we present the experimental results for238

the electrical responses of the different pyroelectric sensors239

when exposed to various heating conditions. These results are240

compared with simulation analyses.241

A. Heat Measurements in Dipped Samples242

Heat is related to pyroelectric current by (3) using the243

Cp-value for the sensor. Enthalpy, H , is the parameter investi-244

gated in simulations (H = U + P·V, where U is the internal245

energy, P is the pressure, and V is the volume). If no external246

work is done on the solids, the enthalpy equals heat variation,247

which is the case for these experiments. The comparison248

Fig. 6. Enthalpy variation in the PVDF2 sensor for a temperature change
of 45 K. Comparison between experimental results and simulation shows good
agreement.

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated temperature profiles in the PVDF2 sensor
obtained using (5).

between the experimental results and the simulation curve is 249

presented in Fig. 6. There is good agreement, though slight 250

differences are found in the transient dynamic process; these 251

differences arise from the practical setup of dipping the sample 252

in the glycerin bath. 253

B. Temperature Measurement in Dipped Samples 254

The temperature in the pyroelectric sensor is inferred 255

from (5). Experimental results for the PVDF2 sample 256

compared with the pyroelectric temperature obtained from 257

the simulation based on the heat transfer equation are 258

presented in Fig. 7. The pyroelectric sensor follows the 259

expected temperature variation as described in thermometry 260

references [16], [18]. This avoids the need for external 261

temperature sensors with different time constants, which 262

cannot measure the pyroelectric’s inner temperature. 263

C. Entropy Determination in Dipped Samples 264

Entropy is immediately obtained from heat and temperature 265

using (9). The experimental results are compared with the 266

simulation curves, and there is good agreement (see Fig. 8). 267
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Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated entropy-generation in the PVDF2 sensor.

Fig. 9. Measured entropy variation for PVDF sensors with two different
volumes.

D. Geometry Comparison in Dipped Samples268

Entropy is an extensive property; thus, it scales with volume.269

We compare the entropy generation of two PVDF sensors of270

various sizes (PVDF1 and PVDF2 in Table 1). Their volume271

ratio is 2.76. Their experimental entropy ratio after heating is272

approximately 2.7, which perfectly matches the volume ratio,273

as illustrated in Fig. 9.274

E. Surface Measurements275

The relationship between the entropy flux and volume276

measurements is investigated according to the setups described277

in Figs. 1 and 2. The expected differences are found at the278

maximum entropy change (see Fig. 10). Experimental results279

illustrated in Fig.11 show good agreement with the simulation280

for the total �S but larger differences during the dynamic281

response of the sensor. These deviations are discussed later.282

V. DISCUSSIONS283

A. Model and Approximations284

In this section, we first discuss the impact of the assump-285

tions used in heat transfer equation (2); later, we evaluate286

the experimental results according to thermodynamics and287

simulation.288

Fig. 10. Simulations of entropy generation in the pyroelectric sensor
PVDF2 for two cases: 1) surface measurement, where one side of the sensor
is at room temperature because of contact with air (red dashed line) and
2) volume measurement, where the sensor is completely inside the glycerin
bath (black solid line).

Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental and simulated entropy flux for
the surface measurements.

Heat convection may have had an effect on the pyroelectric 289

measurements because the samples were dipped into the 290

bath. To evaluate this effect, we evaluate Biot’s number, 291

defined as Bi = h·L/k, where h is the convective parameter 292

(estimated as approximately 15), k is the thermal conduction, 293

and L is the thickness of the sample [20]. In our case, 294

Bi = 0.05. As long as Bi < 0.1, thermal conduction is fast 295

enough to minimize thermal gradients; thus, convection is 296

negligible. 297

In heat transfer equation (2), heat is transferred conductively 298

in accordance with k · ∇2T . The temperature gradient is 299

found to be linear inside the pyroelectric sensor, both for 300

the volume and surface simulations. Thus, the second-order 301

temperature derivative is zero, and this term does not 302

contribute. Consequently, time-dependent heat transfer 303

occurs, which is convenient for pyroelectric conversion 304

and entropy estimation, as inferred from the comparison 305

of (2) and (3). However, pyroelectric equation (3) assumes that 306

temperature is homogenous inside the pyroelectric, whereas 307
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Fig. 12. Simulation of the thermal gradient magnitude-evolution inside the
sensor for volume and surface measurements.

Fig. 13. Simulated temperature derivative, dT/dt, for the surface measurement
at the hot side (surface_int), at the cold side (surface_ext), and for the volume
measurement (volume).

the gradient is time-dependent, as illustrated in Fig. 12. In the308

model described in Section II, the sensor is approximated as309

a lumped system; that is, during transient heat transfer, the310

temperature does not vary with position because of the small311

dimensions and high conductivity terms and small gradients,312

but the system temperature varies uniformly with time. This313

approximation is found to be valid for times greater than 0.1 s314

after the initial dipping; however, in the initial transient heat315

transfer, temperatures must be homogenized, as obtained from316

simulations and illustrated in Fig.13, where the temperatures at317

both surfaces of the pyroelectric and the average temperature318

converge. Larger differences should be observed for surface319

measurements, which explain the transient differences320

between simulations and experimental results in Fig.11. For321

this case, improved analyses of the pyroelectric coefficient, λ,322

as a function of position may improve agreement. Finally,323

we assume that both thermal capacity, Cp, and the pyro-324

electric coefficients, λ, are temperature-independent in this325

first study. This is a reasonable approximation, considering326

the good agreement between the thermodynamic model327

and the experimental results. Future studies attempting to328

characterize Cp (T ) will be necessary to take this second-order 329

effect into account. 330

B. Results and Thermodynamics Model 331

Results comparing sensor geometries show that we can 332

characterize entropy generation, which is an extensive 333

parameter, if volume is normalized and thus becomes 334

independent of the sensor geometry. Thus, whatever the 335

sensor geometry is, realistic values can be achieved in 336

environmental measurements, though the sensor should be 337

as small as possible in order to not affect the environmental 338

temperature. In our experiments, the environment is the 339

thermal bath heat source. Good agreement between volume 340

and surface measurements was found, although the transient 341

evolution model should be improved for better agreement in 342

the transient regions (Fig. 11). Surface measurements may be 343

improved using a specific sensor for entropy measurements, 344

thereby minimizing the transient discrepancy. 345

Entropy-generation in the PVDF sample increases when 346

dipped in the thermal source, in accordance with (9), as 347

illustrated in Fig. 8 and compared in Table 2. The real interest 348

of this work, however, is to relate the sensors’ entropy to 349

environmental entropy generation; thus, it is convenient to 350

validate these results using thermodynamic models. We can 351

estimate the theoretical thermodynamic entropy for the thermal 352

bath from (11) and (12). While the samples reach the bath 353

temperature, the bath, which is considered to bea heat source, 354

undergoes a change �T < 0.2 K. 355

�S = �Q

T
= Cp�T

T
= Cp · (Tf − Ti)

Ti
, (11) 356

where 357

Tf =
∑
i

Cp,i · Ti

∑
i

Cp,i
, (12) 358

and the sum is calculated for all of the elements involved 359

in the problem (heat source and sensors in this case). The 360

pyroelectric sensor’s temperature is not constant; thus, the 361

entropy variation is given by 362

�S =
∫

δQ

T
=

Tf∫

Ti

CpdT

T
= Cp ln

(
Tf

Ti

)
, (13) 363

which is compared with the experimental data obtained 364

through numerical integration of the experimental results using 365

�S =
∫

Cp

Aλ

I

T
dt =

∫
Cp

Aλ

I(
Ti + ∫ I

Aλ dt
)dt 366

≈ Cp

AλTi

∫
I

(
1 −

∫ I
Aλ dt

Ti

)
dt ≈ Cp�

AλTi

(
1 −

�
Aλ

Ti

)
, 367

(14) 368

as inferred from (5) and (9). 369

The comparison of the predictions of this thermodynamic 370

model with the experimental results achieved with 371

equations 7–14 for the investigated samples is shown 372

in Table 3. To compare different materials, we take the data for 373
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TABLE III

COMPARISON BETWEEN DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS, THERMODYNAMIC

MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN VOLUME (GLYCERINE)

AND SURFACE (AIR) MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 14. Comparison between entropy generation in PVDF and PZT heated
with air flow in accordance with data from [25]. As illustrated in Table 3,
experimental results agree with the thermodynamic model, regardless of the
material used (PVDF vs. PZT) or the heating source (air flow vs. glycerin
bath).

PZT from [25]. In that case, samples were heated with air flow;374

the results are illustrated in Fig. 14. The comparison between375

the obtained enthalpies and entropies for different temperature376

excursions also shows good agreement with experimental377

results, as depicted in Table 3. These results are also378

independent of the type of pyroelectric sensor (PVDF vs. PZT)379

and even the heat source (glycerin bath vs. air flow),380

demonstrating the effective behavior of the entropy sensor.381

C. Beyond the Sensor Entropy Measurement:382

The Environmental Measurement383

Up to this point, we have discussed the entropy accumulated384

in the pyroelectric sensor. The interesting parameter, however,385

is the entropy released by the heat source, which is given386

by (11) and (12) for the case in which the Cp of the heat387

source is known. In our experimental setup for the glycerin388

bath, �Shs = −4.68·10−3 J/K. The difference between the389

entropy released by the heat source, �Shs, and that absorbed390

by the sensor, �Ssensor (PVDF2 sample), is the entropy gained391

by the Universe, �Suni = �Shs − �Ssensor. According to the392

second principle of thermodynamics, �Suni > 0 for 393

irreversible processes, and �Suni = 0 for reversible processes. 394

We find that �Suni = 8.62·10−3 J/K and 0.37·10−3 J/K for 395

PVDF1 and PVDF2, respectively. Though �Suni > 0 in 396

both cases, indicating that they are irreversible, the overall 397

measurement accuracy must be improved for exact heat 398

source entropy determination. This result is of particular 399

interest for various reasons. First, because the size of the 400

sensor is related to entropy generation, it should be kept 401

small (note that �Suni is larger for PVDF1 than for PVDF2). 402

Second, in the glycerin bath, a simple thermodynamic model 403

is easily obtained and comparison between �S for the sensor 404

and heat source is straightforward; however, in the case of air 405

flow, the model is much more complex. However, the entropy 406

generation at the sensor is a good estimation for both heating 407

sources, i.e., the thermal bath and the surface heater. In fact, 408

for PVDF2, the sensor entropy is 5.04·10−3 J/K and the 409

generated entropy is �Suni = 0.37·10−3 J/K. The difference 410

between the sensor and the heat source entropy is ∼7.3%, 411

which could be reduced even more by scaling down the sensor 412

size, with a limit imposed by the second principle. Also, we 413

have kept a surface at room temperature. This sensor could be 414

placed in an isolated environment to improve measurements. 415

VI. CONCLUSION 416

We have investigated pyroelectric materials as entropy 417

sensors and proved the concept from these results. Heat and 418

temperature are estimated, and, thus, entropy is inferred. 419

Geometry-dependence did not affect normalized entropy 420

determination, as was theoretically expected. 421

Both volume entropy and entropy flow were measured. 422

Whereas volume measurements showed good agreement with 423

theoretical estimations, surface measurements only provided a 424

good estimation of the total entropy flow, and transient entropy 425

evolution should be investigated in more detail. Finally, the 426

changes in the heat source and universe entropy could be 427

obtained with our sensor using convenient thermodynamic 428

models, which should provide insights into system energy 429

yield. 430

Our accuracy was around 10%, which is encouraging for 431

this initial stage of testing, because the sensor was able to 432

predict the general trend even though the system has not yet 433

been optimized. Possible avenues to improve these sensors 434

include designing a pyroelectric sensor that minimizes geomet- 435

rical dimensions and substrate effects with improved thermal 436

conduction while maintaining a small thermal capacity. 437

These sensors have possible applications in characterization 438

of both electrochemical processes and irreversible thermody- 439

namic processes, like combustion, heat engines, and electrical 440

systems with Joule dissipation. 441
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Determination of a System’s Entropy
Using Pyroelectric Sensors
Angel Cuadras, Member, IEEE, and Victoria Julia Ovejas

Abstract— We propose a system for measuring entropy1

variations, �S, in thermal systems using pyroelectric sensors.2

These sensors convert time-dependent temperature variations3

into electrical current. Consequently, heat and temperature4

variations are obtained, and sensor entropy is inferred. Various5

polyvinylidene fluoride and lead zirconate titanate sensors have6

been tested. Two types of measurements are performed. One in7

the volume, to measure entropy variations in a heat source, and8

the other on the surface, to measure entropy flux delivered by the9

heat source. Thermodynamic models and heat transfer dynamic10

simulations agree with the experimental results and relate the11

sensor entropy to the heat source entropy. These results show that12

pyroelectric sensors can enable entropy monitoring of thermal13

processes to improve system performance.14

Index Terms— Entropy, heat, pyroelectric sensor, temperature.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

IN ENERGY generation systems, output energy is the17

target to be maximized, whereas energy efficiency must18

retain the maximum yield. However, losses during energy19

conversion can reach up to 60%, with most of it being20

dissipated as low-grade thermal energy [1]. For instance,21

in electrical energy generation, gas, wind, and water turbine22

efficiencies are as large as 40%, 60%, and 90%, respectively.23

The efficiency is around 30%–60% in electrical motors,24

10%–50% in combustion engines, and 20%–50% in25

refrigerators. Consequently, energy conversion efficiency is a26

critical issue that must be addressed, i.e., the output energy27

for a given input energy should be maximized.28

Energy loss is connected to entropy generation. Entropy29

is a common parameter in chemical reactions and is com-30

monly studied in thermodynamics [2], [3], biology [4], and31

materials science [5]–[7]. From a technical viewpoint, entropy32

is considered in the design of refrigeration and combustion33

engines for thermodynamic efficiency [2], [8] as well as in34

batteries [9], [10]. However, entropy generation in irreversible
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processes is not commonly monitored in real time, although it 36

can be interesting to do so in many fields ranging from thermal 37

energy management to aging systems [2], [11], [12]. In our 38

previous research [13], [14], we found that entropy can be used 39

to estimate the failure and aging of an electrical circuit because 40

it increases monotonously; thus, a threshold for maximum 41

tolerated wear out, either for electrical or mechanical systems, 42

can be defined. 43

Heat and temperature measurements are needed to 44

estimate entropy. Heat is usually measured using calorimeters, 45

which are not practical for in situ measurements. Heat flux 46

sensors based on the Seebeck effect are also being used. 47

With respect to temperature, common sensors are thermistors, 48

thermocouples, RTDs, and pyroelectric sensors. Thermistors 49

and RTDs are semiconductors and conductors, respectively, 50

whose resistances are temperature dependent. Thermocouples 51

are based on the Seebeck effect, and pyroelectric sensors 52

are sensitive to time-dependent temperature fluctuations. Our 53

approach is to relate temperature and heat in the sensor through 54

the thermal capacity, Cp = dQ/dT. Among the possible 55

sensors, pyroelectric sensors are preferred because they are 56

bulk sensors with a well-defined heat capacity and need no 57

external bias. Thermocouples were discarded because they 58

are junctions of two materials, and RTDs and thermistors 59

need to be biased. Pyroelectric sensors convert temperature 60

variations into electrical currents; they have been widely com- 61

mercialized as presence detectors, fire detectors, and infrared 62

detectors [16]–[19]. 63

In this work, we investigate the use of pyroelectric sensors 64

in the monitoring of temperature fluctuations, obtain the heat 65

involved in the process via heat capacity, and estimate the 66

sensor entropy variation. We consider entropy measurements 67

in volumes and entropy flux through surfaces (a preliminary 68

study was presented in [15]). Sensor entropy is finally related 69

to entropy change in the system under study using a convenient 70

model. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 71

a phenomenological model describing the relationship between 72

the basic heat conduction equation, thermodynamics, and 73

pyroelectric current generation is described. In Section III, we 74

describe the materials and methods used to test our hypothesis. 75

In Section IV, we report on the entropy measured using 76

various pyroelectric sensors; finally, we discuss our results and 77

summarize the conclusions. 78

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH 79

The aim of this research is to measure entropy variation 80

in a heat source using pyroelectric sensors. These sensors 81

1530-437X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Pyroelectric sensor within a heat source for measuring internal �S.

generate electrical currents proportional to temperature82

fluctuations. Therefore, we investigate how thermal energy83

is transferred from the heat source to the pyroelectric sensor.84

This is evaluated using heat transfer equations.85

A. Entropy and Heat Transfer86

In thermodynamics [2], [3], entropy, S, is a function of state:87

intrinsic and extensive. The change in S is defined as the heat88

exchanged by the material, δQ, at a particular temperature, T.89

d S = δQ

T
. (1)90

To study entropy variations using a pyroelectric sensor, we91

consider both heat exchange and temperature variations. Thus,92

an entropy sensor must monitor both temperature and heat.93

Heat is transferred from the environment into a pyroelectric94

sensor by conduction at a temperature, T , as illustrated95

in Fig. 1. This process is ruled by the general heat conduction96

equation for solids.97

ρCp
∂T

∂ t
= ∇ · (k∇T ) + Q, (2)98

where ρ, CP, and k are the density, heat capacity at constant99

pressure (Cp = cp · m, where m is the mass and cp is100

the specific heat capacity), and thermal conductivity of the101

pyroelectric material, respectively [20]; t is the time, and102

Q represents environmental heat sources. The term on the103

left-hand side of the equation describes time-dependent104

thermal variation, whereas that on the right-hand side is related105

to the thermal spatial gradients. From this definition, we106

can see that pyroelectric sensors can be used to characterize107

heat transfer (this observation will be clarified when studying108

pyroelectric response: see Eq. (3) [2], [21]).109

There are certain considerations regarding the boundary110

conditions of this equation that should be noted:111

i) Heat transfer mechanisms. In solids, heat is transferred by112

conduction. Convection is considered as a boundary condition113

at the interface if the sensor is in contact with fluids. Radiation114

is negligible for solid/liquid interfaces at low temperatures115

(T < 340 K).116

ii) Space vs. time heat transfer. The contributions of both117

terms need to be considered. To discriminate between each118

term’s contribution, simulations are performed.119

iii) Volume vs. surface measurements. The entropy sensor120

can be located either inside a medium for volume entropy121

measurement (as illustrated in Fig. 1) or fixed to a surface122

Fig. 2. Pyroelectric sensor on the surface configuration. Heat flows through
the pyroelectric element along the polar axis.

for entropy flux measurement through the surface (as shown 123

in Fig. 2). In the volume case, heat is transferred to the 124

sensor from every direction, such that it is possible to measure 125

entropy generation in the medium. In the case of surface 126

sensors (to measure entropy flow through a surface), heat is 127

conducted from one electrode plate to the other through a pyro- 128

electric capacitor. In this case, the entropy flow is generated in 129

the medium and transferred to the environment. In both cases, 130

the sensor’s temperature rises with heat absorption. 131

B. Pyroelectric Response and Entropy Determination 132

A pyroelectric material is a dielectric with polar point 133

symmetry, which shows a spontaneous electrical polarization 134

as a function of temperature. For pyroelectric flat-plate 135

capacitors poled along the axis perpendicular to the plates, 136

we assume a homogeneous pyroelectric material whose 137

temperature, T , is uniform at any point in time; therefore, 138

the generated pyroelectric current, I , is given by 139

I = Aλ
dT

dt
, (3) 140

where A is the electrode surface area of the material sample 141

and λ is the pyroelectric coefficient [22]. Integrating over time, 142

the generated charge, �, is 143

� = Aλ(T f − Ti ). (4) 144

Tf − Ti is the sensor temperature difference between the 145

initial, Ti, and final, Tf , temperatures. From these expressions, 146

temperature evolution can be directly inferred as 147

�T = T f − Ti =
∫

I

Aλ
dt = �

Aλ
. (5) 148

In addition, rearranging (3) we can write 149

I = Aλ
dT

dt
= Aλ

Cp

d Q

dt
, (6) 150

where we consider a pure pyroelectric material with heat 151

capacity Cp = dQ/dT . If we assume the hypothesis of 152

local equilibrium, entropy is defined locally and instanta- 153

neously [23]–i.e., if the pyroelectric sensor is at a particular 154

temperature, T, at a particular time, t , then the entropy 155

variation will be due to the heat transferred to the sensor, 156

�Q, as defined by (1). If this process is repeated in time, 157

as illustrated in Fig. 3, then the total entropy variation will 158

consist of the integral of the time intervals’ variations if they 159

are made short enough for quasistatic equilibrium. 160
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Fig. 3. Pyroelectric sensor that evolves from Ti at ti to Tf at tf while
receiving �Q heat over each interval, as inferred from [2].

With this approach, we can write, the entropy rate in the161

pyroelectric sensor for any particular interval at tempera-162

ture T as163

Srate = d S

dt
= Cp

Aλ

I

T
. (7)164

If the generated current is integrated over time, entropy165

variation can be written as166

�S =
∫

Srate dt =
∫

Cp

Aλ

I

T
dt . (8)167

Notice that T is assumed to be constant over the examined168

intervals. While Srate is obtained from direct measurements169

of I and T, �S can be found by numerically integrating Srate.170

If we substitute (3) into (8), we recover the well-known171

thermodynamic expression172

�S =
∫

δQ

T
=

Tf∫

Ti

CpdT

T
= Cp ln

(
Tf

Ti

)
, (9)173

which is used in the discussion once the experimental results174

allow for numerical integration.175

In summary, we have considered entropy and entropy176

rate variations in the pyroelectric sensor as functions of its177

parameters. Thus, both �S and Srate can be inferred with the178

pyroelectric sensor.179

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS180

Pyroelectric cells using two different materials with varying181

geometries are used. The two basic types were the commercial182

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors depicted in Fig.4a183

and fabricated Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) cells. The PVDF184

sensors were provided by Measurement Specialties, Inc. [24].185

They consist of PVDF deposited on a flexible plastic186

substrate. The PZT samples were fabricated using thick film187

technology. These cells consist of a layer of 4 cm × 4 cm188

pyroelectric powder (Piezokeramica 856) sandwiched between189

two PdAg electrodes. Further details can be found190

elsewhere [25]. Cell details are described in Table 1,191

and the characteristics of the investigated materials are192

described in Table 2.193

Pyroelectric sensors are usually modeled as current194

sources [26], such that the output current can be measured195

using a transresistance amplifier. The electrical circuit is196

depicted in Fig.5. The amplifier we use is an op-amp (TL074),197

and the feedback resistance, Rf , is 1 M�. The amplifier198

output voltage is measured using a computer-controlled199

data-acquisition system (either Agilent 34970A or200

Fig. 4. a) Pyroelectric film from Measurement Specialties. The sensor works
as a temperature and heat sensor. b) Sensor inside the glycerine (volume
measurement. c) Sensor on a heating surface (surface measurement).

TABLE I

GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF THE INVESTIGATED PYROELECTRIC

SENSORS. FURTHER DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN [13]

TABLE II

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTIGATED MATERIALS.

THIS DATA IS USED FOR THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Yokogawa DL750). The relation between the input current 201

and the output voltage is given by 202

I = − V0

RF
. (10) 203

To determine the experimental entropy variation, we 204

conduct two different types of experiments: one measuring 205

heat source entropy generation and the other measuring heat 206

flow through the source’s surface. In the first one, a 250-ml 207
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Fig. 5. Equivalent pyroelectric sensor model connected to a transresistance
amplifier. The thermistor is placed so as to settle the initial temperature of
the pyroelectric sensor in the environment while the pyroelectric temperature
monitoring is carried out directly based on its current profile [15].

glycerin thermal bath at 343 K (70 °C) is prepared using a208

heater Ovan - MicroMagmix as the heat source. The samples,209

originally at room temperature, are dipped into the bath.210

Glycerin is used because it is a good electrical insulator and its211

boiling point is 563 K (Fig. 4b). In the second experiment, we212

attach the pyroelectric sensor to a metallic surface that acts as213

a heat source whose temperature is set at 343 K, as illustrated214

by the surface heater in Fig. 4c.215

The physical structures of the pyroelectric film (see Fig. 4,216

schematically illustrated in Figs 1–2) with the data described217

in Table 1 are modeled using finite-element software (Comsol218

Multiphysics). One-dimensional (1D) thermal simulations219

are performed using the data in Table 1, and, taking220

advantage of sample symmetries along the z-axis, they can221

be extrapolated to 3D. Border effects are neglected, which222

is a common approximation for planar capacitors. Moreover,223

metal electrodes are better thermal conductors than dielectric224

materials; therefore, they do not limit heat transfer from the225

heat source to the pyroelectric material. Thermal simulations226

consider a heat source at constant temperature (a glycerin227

bath at the experimental temperature), with the pyroelectric228

sensor being dipped at an initial temperature equal to229

the ambient temperature. Thus, temperature, enthalpy, and230

entropy evolutions are monitored in the capacitor structure231

with consideration of the metallic electrodes. The electrical232

response of the pyroelectric sensor is not simulated. Similarly,233

the experimental setup for the surface measurement illustrated234

in Fig. 4c is modeled considering a surface temperature source235

and air as the environment. Convection is not considered.236

IV. RESULTS237

In this section, we present the experimental results for238

the electrical responses of the different pyroelectric sensors239

when exposed to various heating conditions. These results are240

compared with simulation analyses.241

A. Heat Measurements in Dipped Samples242

Heat is related to pyroelectric current by (3) using the243

Cp-value for the sensor. Enthalpy, H , is the parameter investi-244

gated in simulations (H = U + P·V, where U is the internal245

energy, P is the pressure, and V is the volume). If no external246

work is done on the solids, the enthalpy equals heat variation,247

which is the case for these experiments. The comparison248

Fig. 6. Enthalpy variation in the PVDF2 sensor for a temperature change
of 45 K. Comparison between experimental results and simulation shows good
agreement.

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated temperature profiles in the PVDF2 sensor
obtained using (5).

between the experimental results and the simulation curve is 249

presented in Fig. 6. There is good agreement, though slight 250

differences are found in the transient dynamic process; these 251

differences arise from the practical setup of dipping the sample 252

in the glycerin bath. 253

B. Temperature Measurement in Dipped Samples 254

The temperature in the pyroelectric sensor is inferred 255

from (5). Experimental results for the PVDF2 sample 256

compared with the pyroelectric temperature obtained from 257

the simulation based on the heat transfer equation are 258

presented in Fig. 7. The pyroelectric sensor follows the 259

expected temperature variation as described in thermometry 260

references [16], [18]. This avoids the need for external 261

temperature sensors with different time constants, which 262

cannot measure the pyroelectric’s inner temperature. 263

C. Entropy Determination in Dipped Samples 264

Entropy is immediately obtained from heat and temperature 265

using (9). The experimental results are compared with the 266

simulation curves, and there is good agreement (see Fig. 8). 267
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Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated entropy-generation in the PVDF2 sensor.

Fig. 9. Measured entropy variation for PVDF sensors with two different
volumes.

D. Geometry Comparison in Dipped Samples268

Entropy is an extensive property; thus, it scales with volume.269

We compare the entropy generation of two PVDF sensors of270

various sizes (PVDF1 and PVDF2 in Table 1). Their volume271

ratio is 2.76. Their experimental entropy ratio after heating is272

approximately 2.7, which perfectly matches the volume ratio,273

as illustrated in Fig. 9.274

E. Surface Measurements275

The relationship between the entropy flux and volume276

measurements is investigated according to the setups described277

in Figs. 1 and 2. The expected differences are found at the278

maximum entropy change (see Fig. 10). Experimental results279

illustrated in Fig.11 show good agreement with the simulation280

for the total �S but larger differences during the dynamic281

response of the sensor. These deviations are discussed later.282

V. DISCUSSIONS283

A. Model and Approximations284

In this section, we first discuss the impact of the assump-285

tions used in heat transfer equation (2); later, we evaluate286

the experimental results according to thermodynamics and287

simulation.288

Fig. 10. Simulations of entropy generation in the pyroelectric sensor
PVDF2 for two cases: 1) surface measurement, where one side of the sensor
is at room temperature because of contact with air (red dashed line) and
2) volume measurement, where the sensor is completely inside the glycerin
bath (black solid line).

Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental and simulated entropy flux for
the surface measurements.

Heat convection may have had an effect on the pyroelectric 289

measurements because the samples were dipped into the 290

bath. To evaluate this effect, we evaluate Biot’s number, 291

defined as Bi = h·L/k, where h is the convective parameter 292

(estimated as approximately 15), k is the thermal conduction, 293

and L is the thickness of the sample [20]. In our case, 294

Bi = 0.05. As long as Bi < 0.1, thermal conduction is fast 295

enough to minimize thermal gradients; thus, convection is 296

negligible. 297

In heat transfer equation (2), heat is transferred conductively 298

in accordance with k · ∇2T . The temperature gradient is 299

found to be linear inside the pyroelectric sensor, both for 300

the volume and surface simulations. Thus, the second-order 301

temperature derivative is zero, and this term does not 302

contribute. Consequently, time-dependent heat transfer 303

occurs, which is convenient for pyroelectric conversion 304

and entropy estimation, as inferred from the comparison 305

of (2) and (3). However, pyroelectric equation (3) assumes that 306

temperature is homogenous inside the pyroelectric, whereas 307
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Fig. 12. Simulation of the thermal gradient magnitude-evolution inside the
sensor for volume and surface measurements.

Fig. 13. Simulated temperature derivative, dT/dt, for the surface measurement
at the hot side (surface_int), at the cold side (surface_ext), and for the volume
measurement (volume).

the gradient is time-dependent, as illustrated in Fig. 12. In the308

model described in Section II, the sensor is approximated as309

a lumped system; that is, during transient heat transfer, the310

temperature does not vary with position because of the small311

dimensions and high conductivity terms and small gradients,312

but the system temperature varies uniformly with time. This313

approximation is found to be valid for times greater than 0.1 s314

after the initial dipping; however, in the initial transient heat315

transfer, temperatures must be homogenized, as obtained from316

simulations and illustrated in Fig.13, where the temperatures at317

both surfaces of the pyroelectric and the average temperature318

converge. Larger differences should be observed for surface319

measurements, which explain the transient differences320

between simulations and experimental results in Fig.11. For321

this case, improved analyses of the pyroelectric coefficient, λ,322

as a function of position may improve agreement. Finally,323

we assume that both thermal capacity, Cp, and the pyro-324

electric coefficients, λ, are temperature-independent in this325

first study. This is a reasonable approximation, considering326

the good agreement between the thermodynamic model327

and the experimental results. Future studies attempting to328

characterize Cp (T ) will be necessary to take this second-order 329

effect into account. 330

B. Results and Thermodynamics Model 331

Results comparing sensor geometries show that we can 332

characterize entropy generation, which is an extensive 333

parameter, if volume is normalized and thus becomes 334

independent of the sensor geometry. Thus, whatever the 335

sensor geometry is, realistic values can be achieved in 336

environmental measurements, though the sensor should be 337

as small as possible in order to not affect the environmental 338

temperature. In our experiments, the environment is the 339

thermal bath heat source. Good agreement between volume 340

and surface measurements was found, although the transient 341

evolution model should be improved for better agreement in 342

the transient regions (Fig. 11). Surface measurements may be 343

improved using a specific sensor for entropy measurements, 344

thereby minimizing the transient discrepancy. 345

Entropy-generation in the PVDF sample increases when 346

dipped in the thermal source, in accordance with (9), as 347

illustrated in Fig. 8 and compared in Table 2. The real interest 348

of this work, however, is to relate the sensors’ entropy to 349

environmental entropy generation; thus, it is convenient to 350

validate these results using thermodynamic models. We can 351

estimate the theoretical thermodynamic entropy for the thermal 352

bath from (11) and (12). While the samples reach the bath 353

temperature, the bath, which is considered to bea heat source, 354

undergoes a change �T < 0.2 K. 355

�S = �Q

T
= Cp�T

T
= Cp · (Tf − Ti)

Ti
, (11) 356

where 357

Tf =
∑
i

Cp,i · Ti

∑
i

Cp,i
, (12) 358

and the sum is calculated for all of the elements involved 359

in the problem (heat source and sensors in this case). The 360

pyroelectric sensor’s temperature is not constant; thus, the 361

entropy variation is given by 362

�S =
∫

δQ

T
=

Tf∫

Ti

CpdT

T
= Cp ln

(
Tf

Ti

)
, (13) 363

which is compared with the experimental data obtained 364

through numerical integration of the experimental results using 365

�S =
∫

Cp

Aλ

I

T
dt =

∫
Cp

Aλ

I(
Ti + ∫ I

Aλ dt
)dt 366

≈ Cp

AλTi

∫
I

(
1 −

∫ I
Aλ dt

Ti

)
dt ≈ Cp�

AλTi

(
1 −

�
Aλ

Ti

)
, 367

(14) 368

as inferred from (5) and (9). 369

The comparison of the predictions of this thermodynamic 370

model with the experimental results achieved with 371

equations 7–14 for the investigated samples is shown 372

in Table 3. To compare different materials, we take the data for 373
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TABLE III

COMPARISON BETWEEN DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS, THERMODYNAMIC

MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN VOLUME (GLYCERINE)

AND SURFACE (AIR) MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 14. Comparison between entropy generation in PVDF and PZT heated
with air flow in accordance with data from [25]. As illustrated in Table 3,
experimental results agree with the thermodynamic model, regardless of the
material used (PVDF vs. PZT) or the heating source (air flow vs. glycerin
bath).

PZT from [25]. In that case, samples were heated with air flow;374

the results are illustrated in Fig. 14. The comparison between375

the obtained enthalpies and entropies for different temperature376

excursions also shows good agreement with experimental377

results, as depicted in Table 3. These results are also378

independent of the type of pyroelectric sensor (PVDF vs. PZT)379

and even the heat source (glycerin bath vs. air flow),380

demonstrating the effective behavior of the entropy sensor.381

C. Beyond the Sensor Entropy Measurement:382

The Environmental Measurement383

Up to this point, we have discussed the entropy accumulated384

in the pyroelectric sensor. The interesting parameter, however,385

is the entropy released by the heat source, which is given386

by (11) and (12) for the case in which the Cp of the heat387

source is known. In our experimental setup for the glycerin388

bath, �Shs = −4.68·10−3 J/K. The difference between the389

entropy released by the heat source, �Shs, and that absorbed390

by the sensor, �Ssensor (PVDF2 sample), is the entropy gained391

by the Universe, �Suni = �Shs − �Ssensor. According to the392

second principle of thermodynamics, �Suni > 0 for 393

irreversible processes, and �Suni = 0 for reversible processes. 394

We find that �Suni = 8.62·10−3 J/K and 0.37·10−3 J/K for 395

PVDF1 and PVDF2, respectively. Though �Suni > 0 in 396

both cases, indicating that they are irreversible, the overall 397

measurement accuracy must be improved for exact heat 398

source entropy determination. This result is of particular 399

interest for various reasons. First, because the size of the 400

sensor is related to entropy generation, it should be kept 401

small (note that �Suni is larger for PVDF1 than for PVDF2). 402

Second, in the glycerin bath, a simple thermodynamic model 403

is easily obtained and comparison between �S for the sensor 404

and heat source is straightforward; however, in the case of air 405

flow, the model is much more complex. However, the entropy 406

generation at the sensor is a good estimation for both heating 407

sources, i.e., the thermal bath and the surface heater. In fact, 408

for PVDF2, the sensor entropy is 5.04·10−3 J/K and the 409

generated entropy is �Suni = 0.37·10−3 J/K. The difference 410

between the sensor and the heat source entropy is ∼7.3%, 411

which could be reduced even more by scaling down the sensor 412

size, with a limit imposed by the second principle. Also, we 413

have kept a surface at room temperature. This sensor could be 414

placed in an isolated environment to improve measurements. 415

VI. CONCLUSION 416

We have investigated pyroelectric materials as entropy 417

sensors and proved the concept from these results. Heat and 418

temperature are estimated, and, thus, entropy is inferred. 419

Geometry-dependence did not affect normalized entropy 420

determination, as was theoretically expected. 421

Both volume entropy and entropy flow were measured. 422

Whereas volume measurements showed good agreement with 423

theoretical estimations, surface measurements only provided a 424

good estimation of the total entropy flow, and transient entropy 425

evolution should be investigated in more detail. Finally, the 426

changes in the heat source and universe entropy could be 427

obtained with our sensor using convenient thermodynamic 428

models, which should provide insights into system energy 429

yield. 430

Our accuracy was around 10%, which is encouraging for 431

this initial stage of testing, because the sensor was able to 432

predict the general trend even though the system has not yet 433

been optimized. Possible avenues to improve these sensors 434

include designing a pyroelectric sensor that minimizes geomet- 435

rical dimensions and substrate effects with improved thermal 436

conduction while maintaining a small thermal capacity. 437

These sensors have possible applications in characterization 438

of both electrochemical processes and irreversible thermody- 439

namic processes, like combustion, heat engines, and electrical 440

systems with Joule dissipation. 441
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